Text extraction plays an important function for data processing work ows in digital libraries. For example, it is a crucial prerequisite for evaluating the quality of migrated textual documents. Complex le formats make the extraction process error-prone and have made it very challenging to verify the correctness of extraction components. Based on digital preservation and information retrieval scenarios, three quality requirements in terms of e ectiveness of text extraction tools are identi ed: 1) is a certain text snippet correctly extracted from a document, 2) does the extracted text appear in the right order relative to other elements and, 3) is the structure of the text preserved. A number of text extraction tools is available ful lling these three quality requirements to various degrees. However, systematic benchmarks to evaluate those tools are still missing, mainly due to the lack of datasets with accompanying ground truth. e contribution of this paper is two-fold. First we describe a dataset generation method based on model driven engineering principles and use it to synthesize a dataset and its ground truth directly from a model. Second, we de ne a benchmark for text extraction tools and complete an experiment to calculate performance measures for several tools that cover the three quality requirements. e results demonstrate the bene ts of the approach in terms of scalability and e ectiveness in generating ground truth for content and structure of text elements.
INTRODUCTION
Text extracted from digital objects forms the basis of various data management and analysis activities. In digital libraries, text extraction is o en used as a part of larger data processing work ows. ese work ows cover a variety of application use cases that range from domains such as information retrieval (e.g. indexing and searching) to digital preservation (e.g. verifying that values in invoices are not lost or changed during the migration process). A number of so ware components address text extraction from different types of digital objects (e.g. images, page based documents, web pages, video). e scope of those components ranges from extracting all available text to specialized uses cases such as identifying relevant text in a web page or extracting tables or captions from scienti c articles.
e quality of text extraction components has a direct impact on the quality of the data processing work ows they are used in. In digital preservation, additional steps need to be taken to minimize the risks data migration can introduce. For example, migrating textual documents from one le format to another must respect the original type [33] . As it is hard to accurately quantify the quality of the migration work ow [21] , the original les will need to be kept. e rst step in evaluating the quality of such a migration is to evaluate the text extraction components, which can then further be used to evaluate migration components. However, a proper so ware benchmark [27] that would allow the rigorous evaluation and sharing of evidence about individual components' performance is still missing [7] . e goal of this paper is to move forward the initiatives in benchmarking text extraction from documents. We propose establishing a so ware benchmark for text extraction components. A number of commercial and open source components are available and the community is still requiring be er tools, both important benchmarking preconditions indicate a good timing for investing e ort in establishing such a benchmark [27] .
e main obstacle to creating e ective text extraction benchmarks is the lack of proper datasets with accompanying ground truth. Current approaches of annotating available documents have shown to be expensive [15] and limited to narrowly de ned domains for which annotations can readily be collected. Text extraction components are homogeneous in their functionality, with minimal amount of human interaction. e main challenge in testing functional correctness of those components lies in the complex input space. An e ective approach to assembling datasets must therefore be able to cover a variety of documents in di erent le formats (DOCX, ODT, PDF, ..) created on di erent platforms (Windows, Linux,…) with di erent so ware (MS Word, LibreO ce …), and contain text encoded in di erent text elements with varying forma ing and layout.
In this paper we propose a text extraction benchmark based on a synthesized dataset and ground truth. e basis of our generation approach is the proof of concept described in [4] which we implement, extend and evaluate in the context of a text extraction 978-1-5386-3861-3/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE benchmark. We de ne a text extraction benchmark through ve benchmark components [7] for the scope of general documents stored in le formats such as DOCX, ODT and PDF. e contribution of this paper is thus two-fold. First, we implement a dataset generation method that generates data sets that can be extended and shared with no restrictions. Second, we de ne a text extraction benchmark and evaluate a set of tools using the dataset. We discuss the bene ts and limitations of the approach in comparison to the prevailing approach of sampling and annotation.
In Section 2 we provide an overview of recent work on evaluating text extraction tools and identify di erent categories and main challenges. Furthermore we provide an overview of the theory in so ware benchmarking and brie y touch on the key aspects from so ware testing that provide important concepts for the dataset generation method. Section 3 de nes the ve main components for the text extraction benchmark and identi es key requirements. Section 4 and 5 respectively provide implementation details of the dataset generation process and so ware evaluation process. e benchmark results are reported in Section 6, followed by a detailed discussion of the approach in Section 7.
BACKGROUND 2.1 Text extraction evaluation and test datasets
Text extraction solution range from research prototypes to production ready solutions. ese cover a range of tasks, from very narrow functions such as extracting document titles [13] or references [23] to broad features for extracting text from general documents in di erent le formats such as DOCX, ODT and PDF 1 .
Generic tools are o en used as a part of data processing workows. To enable detection of more complex text units such as paragraphs and sentences, Tiedemann [31] builds text processing features on top of the outputs of tools such as Apache Tika 2 . Similarly, Liu et al. [17] describe a system able to extract tables and table metadata from PDF documents that uses PDFBox 3 for extracting raw text, which is then further processed to identify tables. Generic text extraction tools a ect the output of tools relying on them. For example, the table extraction tool in some cases might miss a table because the underlying text extraction tool failed to correctly extract the table caption [17] . In digital preservation, it is important to ensure that migrated documents are an authentic reproduction of the original. Tools such as text extraction have an important role in enabling the comparison between the migrated version and the original [18] . Without a reliable evaluation of text extraction tools, the comparison they enable cannot be trusted.
Text extraction tools have been evaluated to di ering degrees, and evaluations have covered various so ware quality characteristics.
ality aspects that are o en considered address reliability (including exceptions, tool failures, tool hangs) and functional correctness (including missing or garbled text). Allison [1] identi es several approaches for evaluating functional correctness: comparing the tool output to ground truth, selecting random sub-samples and manually reviewing results, and performing comparative evaluation based on the results from several tools. However, the evaluation results provided by Allison [1] focus only on reliability aspects, where the comparative study of the outputs of two versions of Apache Tika showed a lower number of exceptions with the newer version of the tool.
Hu et al. [12] [13] manually provided labels containing title text in order to evaluate their title extraction approach. Similarly, Pasternack [24] provided manual labels for article extraction. Liu et al. [17] have performed a ve-user evaluation study to evaluate the quality of their table detection tool. Deeper evaluations are required, but are limited by the available e ort [1] .
Test data collection is the most expensive component in creating proper evaluations [30] . To evaluate text extraction tools, many evaluations rely on existing datasets. One such dataset is the Govdocs dataset [11] , which has become a defacto standard for many evaluation works in elds such as digital preservation. e data set is open and of considerable size and diversity in covered formats. In the domain of text extraction, Allison and Herzog [1] have used it to evaluate the number of failures and exceptions during the text extraction. However, several factors limit its usefulness in evaluating functional correctness. Above all, the main limitation is its lack of veri ed ground truth. Furthermore, due to its age the content does not cover new le formats and focuses on the government domain. is limits the dataset's use to certain use cases.
Other datasets with ground truth include CleanEval 4 and L3S-GN1 5 . Unfortunately, these datasets cover only web page documents and are tailored for narrow needs of distinguishing real web text content from boilerplate text.
A common characteristic shared by all these datasets is that they were assembled using a similar process, which is based on randomly selecting examples from a single or several sources and providing manual annotations for the whole or a part of the dataset [13] [17] [25] . In some cases, the annotation process is supported by so ware tools with the goal of making the process more ecient [12] . In some cases, datasets annotations are done by other tools such as the one developed and used by Pasternack et al. [24] . However, since such annotations are computed by tools that are not evaluated themselves, their suitability for evaluation purposes is questionable [4, 5] . is has been recognized by Pasternack el al. [24] as well, and they used annotations created in such a way only for training purposes and provided manually generated annotations for the evaluation purposes. Manual annotation, even though considered to be expensive [15] [4], thus is still the prevailing approach in creating evaluation datasets.
e opposite approach starts from annotations and synthesizes arti cial data sets to match the annotations. is approach of synthesizing arti cial datasets has been explored to a limited extent only. In the domain of le format identi cation, Spencer [28] provided a method of generating a skeleton corpus based on the le format signatures. However, the method and its corpus ignore all complexities of the format itself. Becker & Duretec [4] proposed a generic data generation framework based on the model driven engineering methods. is framework represents the basis for the work presented here.
So ware benchmarking and so ware testing
A so ware benchmark is "a test or set of tests used to compare the performance of alternative tools or techniques" [27] . e three main benchmark components de ned in [27] have been further tailored to data processing needs in [7] :
• Motivating comparison identi es the main quality comparison between tools that motivates the benchmark.
• Function de nes what a benchmarked tool needs to perform
and what kind of output is expected.
• Dataset in the case of data processing tools includes a set of test cases on which the evaluation will be performed.
• Ground Truth provides for each test case a correct (expected)
answer. In so ware testing, this concept is also known as the test oracle [29] .
• Performance measures operationalize the motivating comparison by providing qualitative or quantitative values that address certain quality characteristics. A benchmark should be accessible (i.e. all components must be available), should cover relevant tasks, and should not prefer certain solution approaches over others [27] . In the case of text extraction, the benchmark quality of test data will have a large impact on the quality and e ectiveness of the benchmark as a whole. Initial quality criteria have been provided by Neumayer et al. [22] and Fetherston et al. [10] . However, these criteria do not cover speci c technical aspects such as coverage and representativeness. is lack of test data quality models is a recognized problem for this domain [5] , and more research is needed to de ne a model of quality characteristics and metrics.
Considering the de ned problem and existing approaches in so ware testing, several additional aspects arise.
e problem of ground truth in so ware testing is also known as the test oracle problem, where a test oracle is de ned as a mechanism that distinguishes correct from incorrect so ware behaviour [29] [3] .
is problem has received considerable a ention, but in the data processing domain, much remains to be done [19] [20] .
In model-based testing, the test generation generates the required test cases based on the de ned model(s) and test selection criteria. Approaches range from random-based generation and search-based generation to formal theorem proving and constraint solving [2] [32].
Summary
e development of high quality test datasets is a key concern for any kind of data processing evaluation [9] [5] . is has been a well recognized challenge for years in domains such as digital preservation [22] . However, several initiatives to address the challenge have done it only to a limited degree. e available datasets therefore belong to one of the two categories. Either they are of signi cant size and feature coverage such as the Govdocs dataset [11] but lack the necessary ground truth data, or they have available ground truth data, but are small or tailored to very speci c types of documents in well-de ned scenarios and use cases. ese shortfalls drive the current evaluations in two directions. First, the lack of ability to evaluate correctness shi s the focus on other quality characteristics such as tool reliability and e ciency. While those are important aspects, functional correctness, arguably the key quality characteristic, remains under-evaluated. Second, in the evaluation of functional correctness, we see a disproportion in the coverage of le formats and genres. While a signi cant number of evaluations address scienti c articles in PDF le format, other le formats and genres have received much less e ort. ese raise concerns in the broader digital preservation eld, where heterogeneous collections in complex formats still pose challenges.
New datasets need to be created, but the prevailing approach of manual annotation is too expensive. Approaches based on synthesis of arti cial datasets are starting to emerge. Model based approaches such as [4] o er an appealing set of characteristics, but have not been widely applied. Research is needed to develop those approaches further and evaluate their capability of creating datasets suitable for benchmarking needs.
TEXT EXTRACTION BENCHMARK
In this section we de ne the text extraction benchmark according to the ve benchmark components [7] .
Motivating comparison
is benchmark addresses text extraction from page based general documents. Following the de nition provided by [13] , we de ne general documents as documents belonging to any genre such as presentations, le ers, or books. We specialize this de nition further to page-based general documents where we include documents such as books and le ers, but exclude genres such as presentations or sheets. is scope is based on expert input through digital preservation workshops and community discussions [6] .
e text extraction benchmark can be de ned on various levels of granularity with di erent units of interest.
e smallest unit of interest is set as the word, and the comparison done by this benchmark is based on text snippets. We de ne a text snippet as a sequence of one or more words. Each document thus contains zero or more text snippets. Each text snippet can be forma ed in di erent ways. Additionally, each document can contain zero or more other elements (e.g. images).
e main motivation of this benchmark is to enable the evaluation of text extraction tools when extracting di erent text snippets from page based general documents. Depending on the use of extracted text, extraction quality is judged on di erent levels. e following three are covered by this benchmark and provide the main motivating comparison.
• Correctness of extracted text from a speci c text snippet:
On this level, we judge the number of words in a text snippet that are correctly extracted by the text extraction tool. is correctness aspect of text extraction is important regardless of the application domain.
• Order of extracted (identi ed) text snippets: On this level we judge if the order of text snippets as de ned in a document is preserved a er the text extraction is performed. is aspect can be important for many applications such as document Table 1 : Generating platforms and generated le formats and text snippet implementation details translation and text to speech synthesis, but may not ma er for others.
• Layout of extracted text snippet: On this level we judge how well the structure of a text snippet in a document is preserved a er the text extraction. It is clear that the extraction of characters from a document with visual layout can not preserve all forma ing, in particular aspects that rely on visual appearance. However, structural aspects such as lines and columns can and must be represented correctly. is information is an important aspect in extracting speci c elements such as tables and can have an important role in evaluating how well the layout of the document is preserved a er a document has been migrated to a new le format.
ese levels cover a broad range of application domains, from those where only word level correctness is important (text analysis) to those where it is required that as much as possible forma ing information and structure is captured in the extracted text.
Function
e function that a benchmarked tool will be expected to perform is to extract text from a number of page based general documents. Tools are able to participate in the benchmark regardless of the coverage of the three de ned levels according to which they will be judged. It is expected that a tool can be executed as a command line interface and that it produces a single text le which contains text in the document. is le is further processed by the script used to automated the benchmarking work ow. Other output formats such as XML are not included at the moment but can be integrated into the benchmark, provided that the in uence of their processing on the nal results can be ruled out.
Dataset and ground truth
e provided dataset contains a number of documents encoded in three le formats chosen for their current use.
(1) DOCX Transitional (O ce Open XML) 6 e dataset covers two main types of text snippets: paragraphs and tables. It is important to highlight that the dataset covers the variety of features by which di erent platforms and formats implement such generic document elements such as tables and paragraphs. e aim is to represent real-world diversity and facilitate the evaluation of correctness across tools when encountering particular format features. e dataset was generated by the method described in Section 4. Each document in the dataset is accompanied by ground truth data.
is data contains metadata about the document (e.g. number of pages, the number of tables in a document, the number of content control boxes, …) and text data for each text snippet. is text data contains the raw text of each text snippet and layout information.
is structural layout information is currently limited to the number of lines a text snippet is displayed on and the text of each line.
Performance measures
Several performance measures are de ned to judge the correctness of text extraction tools and their tness for di erent purposes.
ese measures address the three levels de ned in the motivating comparison section. Calculating performance measures should satisfy the following requirements.
• Measures addressing one level should not be a ected by measures that address other levels. So if a tool does not perform well on the order level, it still needs to be able to perform well on the layout or word correctness level.
• Extractors that add additional words to denote special text elements (e.g. HYPERLINK to mark extracted hyperlink from a document) should not be penalized.
Measures are de ned for the three levels de ned in the motivating comparison and listed in Table 2 . Each level can apply to a speci c text snippet in a document processed by a text extraction tool, to a speci c document processed by a tool, or to a tool applied to many documents. An exception is the order of a single text snippet which is not judged. e order level is rst evaluated on a document and a erwards aggregated per tool.
DATASET GENERATION 4.1 Model driven engineering data generation framework
e goal of data generation is to automatically synthesize a set of documents accompanied by ground truth data. We ground our approach in model driven engineering. A detailed description of the approach can be found in [4] . Here we discuss brie y the is is a novel approach compared to manual annotation. Our aim is to fully automate the dataset and ground truth generation while retaining full control with minimal human e ort. From the text extraction benchmark de ned in Section 3 we can identify several major requirements. Table 3 maps key aspects of data generation to the requirements they address and illustrates how speci c features are represented across models. e modelling itself is completed in two phases.
First, structural and implementation details of a document are represented by creating platform independent and platform speci c metamodels. ese metamodels de ne a document by modelling several key elements and their relationships.
Second, to introduce variety into the dataset, two sets of model transformations are de ned. ese support the diversi cation of (a) platform independent and (b) platform speci c models in terms of their structural and implementation aspects. Each individual transformation adapts a particular element or set of elements in a document to change how its features are represented. e set of target states is provided through aggregate feature distributions that determine the probability by which any particular element is to be encoded in a particular technical form. ese feature distributions are derived from aggregate statistics obtained from content pro les.
Using these metamodels, a set of documents is then generated where each document follows the modelled structure described by the metamodels, and the entire dataset follows the feature distributions as modelled in the second phase.
e required ground truth is extracted in two ways. First, platform independent and platform speci c models are a rich source for ground truth data. In order to extract information about a modelled document, model queries are de ned. However, here it is important to pay a ention if the information extracted via the query is a ected when the document is actually generated. For example, the number of pages in a document is o en not known until the document is generated. In such cases we must extract that kind of information during the generation process. e manual annotation approach hits several obstacles in satisfying the listed requirements. First, since the data already exists, it does not have any control of the structural and implementation aspects of the documents. Second, because of the need for detailed ground truth, the approach will require signi cant amounts of human e ort per document with a high risk of mistakes.
Instantiating the data generation framework for this benchmark
Our implementation of these components is based on the Eclipse Modelling Environment, which covers Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF), ery View Transform (QvT) and Object Constraint language (OCL).
To capture di erent text snippets and their relationships in terms of order and hierarchy, the platform independent metamodel (PIMM) models two types of text snippets (paragraphs and tables) that can appear in a page based document, and enables adding images to a document.
As our benchmark targets two main platforms (MS Word and LibreO ce), we provide a platform speci c metamodel (PSMM) for each. A PSMM provides implementation details of each element from the PIMM. e most important aspects are sets of implementation options of text snippets. For instance, on a MS Word platform, a paragraph from the PIMM can be implemented as a regular paragraph, a text box, or a content control box. Similarly, a table can be implemented as a normal MS Word table or a an embedded MS Excel table.
To diversify aspects such as the number of text snippets and their order and implementation possibilities, a set of model transformations is de ned that operate on the PIM and PSM level. To achieve a realistic dataset in terms of the feature distributions, we use the content pro ling tool C3PO [14] to sample initial real world distributions from the Govdocs data set. Where feature distribution data is not available, the transformation falls back to its default distribution. For example, the percentage of text boxes in a document is unavailable through the features covered in tools integrated in PSMs are translated into macro code which runs on the specied platforms and generates documents. Depending on the target platform, we generate either Visual Basic code that controls MS Word or StarBasic macro that controls LibreO ce. is means that the documents are indeed generated natively using the entire stack of speci c code implemented within these environments.
e framework generates two sets of ground truth elements per document. First, metadata about the generated document, including the so ware and operating system used to create the document, the le format the document is stored in, the number of tables in the document and the number of paragraphs that are implemented as text boxes.
e purpose is to enable rich data analysis of the benchmark results. Second, data about the text content of each generated text snippet: (1) raw text of the text snippet with the preserved order of words and (2) structural layout of the text snippet.
e la er contains text separated into lines where each line re ects the visual layout of the text snippet when rendered.
Ground truth is extracted in two ways. First, OCL queries are used to extract speci c metadata from PIMs and PSMs. Since OCL is a declarative language, it o ers an e cient way to articulate the metadata to be generated. Second, by generating macro code that in turn generates the ground truth during the data set generation process. is is used, and necessary, for those ground truth elements for which we can not know the exact value before the content is rendered. is covers metadata such as the number of pages in a document and rendering information of certain text snippets such as the number of lines of text for a paragraph. Both MS Word and LibreO ce expose a rich API which enables obtaining this rendering information.
SOFTWARE EVALUATION PROCESS 5.1 General work ow
e evaluation work ow is divided into two stages as shown in Figure 1 . e input to the evaluation step is the generated dataset, where each le is accompanied by a ground truth le.
In the rst stage of the evaluation, each tool is executed on the dataset and produces a text output for each le it knows how to process. While it is required that a tool produces raw text output, some tools additionally include various forma ing elements. is can range from a case where all forma ing is removed to cases where a tool tries to mark certain document elements such as paragraphs and tables and preserve their layout as much as possible. We can identify two extreme cases : 1) all the text is returned in one line and 2) each word is returned on a separate line. e second case is common for the uses cases where only words are important and all other forma ing can be neglected.
To avoid bias and support exible interpretation, the evaluation method separates the content of text (words) from structure.
Ground truth data (covering information about each text snippet and stored in a XML format) is turned into a list of elements where each element represents one text snippet and contains the raw text of the text snippet and the text of each line when the text snippet is displayed. e matching algorithm matches each text snippet to a part of extracted text. As the procedure is not uniquely de ned, we provide details of our approach in Section 5.2. Once matching is completed, the second stage of the evaluation work ow calculates performance measures, as discussed in Section 5.3.
Finding a text snippet in extracted text
To match a text snippet to a part of the extracted text, the algorithm must identify its starting and ending words. Among several approaches on how to identify those positions, we base our approach on the edit distance. For a given snippet, the algorithm determines the portion in the extracted text with the smallest edit distance. e function is based on the Levenstein algorithm [16] but operates on a word level instead of the character level of two strings. It enables us to compute the edit distance of two strings in terms of the number of correct words C, number of inserted words I, number of deleted words D, and number of substituted words S. To identify the portion in the extracted text where a text snippet is found, we extend the algorithm as proposed by Sellers [26] to identify the text segment with the smallest edit distance. Once start and end positions are computed, it is straight forward to calculate the starting and ending e approach yields several bene ts:
(1) To identify a text snippet, we are operating on a word level and can ignore any available forma ing. Using approaches where additional forma ing is used is a biased approach towards tools that are be er in preserving the text layout. (2) We are independent of the tool output, so it is straight forward to add additional tools to the benchmark. (3) It enables matching of text snippets even in cases when text is not 100% accurate, when text was only partially extracted or additional text was inserted.
However, the approach always nds a match, even when a text snippet is not present in the extracted text. erefore we implemented a threshold value that discards a text snippets with less than 50% of correct words in the matched interval according to the edit distance. Further empirical research is required to nd out how threshold se ings a ect matching results and benchmark scores.
Calculating performance measures
Once the matching is performed for each text snippet we calculate performance measures as de ned by the benchmark speci cation (Section 3). e C, D, I, S, N values are calculated by rerunning the edit distance algorithm on the text snippet and matched portion of the text. e layoutPreserved measures are computed by verifying that the content of each line of a text snippet as de ned in the ground truth matches the identi ed lines in the extracted text.
e orderPreserved measure on the document level is calculated simply by monitoring the sequence of starting and ending words and verifying that it is strictly increasing. 
Generated dataset and ground truth
Based on the feature distributions acquired by using C3PO on the Govdocs datasets, 20 PIMs were automatically generated. ose PIMs were diversi ed to 120 PSMs covering the 3 platforms de ned in Table 1 . From those PSMs, the nal 120 documents were generated covering three le formats : DOCX, ODT and PDF. In total there are 40 DOCX, 20 ODT and 60 PDF documents.
ese documents cover various combinations of document elements and their properties. Figure 2 shows a sca er plot of page and paragraph count in the whole dataset. We detect a radial spread where there is a bigger coverage of combinations with smaller number of pages and paragraph and a rather sparse coverage of larger documents with more pages and paragraphs. Each generated document is accompanied by two les containing ground truth data. e rst contains all the metadata and the second data about text snippets. Listing 1 shows a portion of text ground truth for one document. It shows two text snippets (elements) where the rst has 8 words which are divided to 4 lines. e second snippet has more text, displayed on 6 lines.
Benchmark results
We provide here, due to the space limit, only results on the tool level. As some tools like Xpdf are extracting data only from PDF les, we do not analyse it in terms of the other two le formats (DOCX, ODT). Other tools such as Apache Tika and DocToText are capable of extracting text from all three le formats. . is behaviour in fact was identi ed by the two reported bugs 9 resolved a er version 1.2. e small di erence in results is due to the low probability of appearance of the TextBoxes and Content Control Boxes in our documents. 9 h ps://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/TIKA-1005 and h ps://issues.apache.org/jira/ browse/TIKA-1130 e performance on the order of text snippets (avgOrder) shows that DocToText is signi cantly be er than Apache Tika, which demonstrates equal performance across all versions. While DocToText preserved the order of text snippets in 100% of the documents, Apache Tika did so only in 70%. is has signi cant implications for its use in data processing work ows that rely on the integrity of overall text content.
All tools exhibit weaker performance in terms of the layout aspects (avgLayout). Again DocToText achieves the highest performance with an average of 54.7% of text snippets with correct layout, but Tika comes close.
e reason for the weaker results is the fact that neither tool is good at identifying structure when extracting text from DOCX or ODT. An interesting exception here is the embedded excel table. Figure 3 (b) provides an overview of the success of Apache Tika v1.13, DocToText and Xpdf when operating only on PDF documents. According to correctness, Tika is showing the best score (99.1%) but is comparable to DocToText (98.9%). Xpdf demonstrates slightly worse result (95%). In terms of the order, DocToText shows again the best performance and Xpdf is second. Apache Tika is showing a signi cantly worse performance than the other two tools (58%). It can be concluded that the PDF proportion of the dataset hurts the performance of Apache Tika on the whole dataset in terms of the order (70%). In terms of layout, the score is much higher when focusing on PDF. DocToText again has the highest score, followed closely by Tika and Xpdf.
DISCUSSION
e results clearly di erentiate the quality of benchmarked tools and show that text extraction components still need to be improved.
is is especially true for the order and layout aspects which can be a challenge even in the most simple cases.
e data set uncovers speci c issues in tools and distinguishes e ectively according to the identi ed aspects. is demonstrates that the method is reasonable and e ective for dataset generation in scenarios where the presence of ne-granular and reliable ground truth is crucial. We discuss key aspects below.
• Scalability of the data generation method: We have demonstrated our approach on 3 platforms. Adding additional platforms to include options such as LibreO ce on Windows and di erent versions of so ware provides new data sets with the entire stack of ground truth, data generation and granularity merely through extending the con guration set. e spread in terms of the platforms can include operating systems, so ware used to create documents and other se ings such as installed fonts and libraries. is can be easily achieved by adding new virtual machine con gurations. Similarly, the framework can be adapted to extract other ground truth elements or introduce other features and feature distributions simply by adapting the models.
• E ectiveness in nding faulty behaviour: e experiments demonstrate that the approach is e ective in nding faulty behaviour. is is con rmed by con rming several known bugs, but also nding new cases.
• Analysis support: e provided ground truth enables a deep analysis of benchmark results. e method generates not just text ground truth, but also documents a list of features (metadata) that can be further used to be er understand faulty behaviour. Such additional data can become important when an error needs to be analyzed to identify and reproduce faults and can help to reveal pa erns in faulty behaviour.
• Benchmark results: A key quality for benchmark results is the external validity of results. is requires that the used dataset is representative of a real world dataset. Representativeness should be achieved by following the feature distributions of real world datasets. We are doing this by using the collection pro ling and sampling provided by C3PO. e second and equally important aspect of representativeness is the fact that the dataset is born right within the same environment (MS Word, LibreO ce) as real documents.
at means that generated documents, even though simple in their structure at this point, still resemble a lot of the implementation details of real-world documents. We are less interested in generating interesting exotic examples (e.g. a PDF document which is also a valid ZIP le) because those example are unlikely to appear in real life. If they do on the other hand, the approach can be used to model and generate them.
• Expertise Human involvement is not completely removed through this approach, but shi ed: Manual veri cation on data sets of realistic size would not be e ective, but instead of the repetitive task of annotation, what the approach requires is expertise in format speci cations and modelling.
• Data sharing. e data sets can be freely released and shared, a crucial aspect considering the need to advance solid evidence bases in digital preservation and other elds [21] . e data sets and results from the experiment described above are available at [8] .
CONCLUSION
is paper developed and implemented a benchmark for text extraction tools comprising the ve benchmark components de ned in [7] . Functional correctness is judged in terms of the correctness of the extracted text, order and layout. In contrast to the prevailing approach of manually annotating randomly selected documents, we base our benchmark on an automatically synthesized dataset. We implement each component of the benchmark and describe the approach to synthesizing both data set and ground truth from an initial model based on real-world feature distributions.
We foresee that future work lies in three directions. First, the feature space of the generated dataset must be extended in several directions. On the platform independent level, we intend to model more complex element arrangements such as nested objects (e.g. table in a table). Furthermore we intend to explore ways of incorporating speci c genre models that enable the data generation method to focus on speci cally de ned scenarios such as caption extraction from scienti c articles or text extraction from invoices. On the platform speci c level, the supported feature space should be expanded. It is expected that once the platform speci c models get rich enough, the question of their reusability will need to be addressed.
Second, we are currently basing our data generation target proles on feature distributions from real world datasets. Where those feature distributions are unknown, we provide our own to the best of our knowledge. Basing the dataset on representativeness is an important aspect for the needs of benchmarking, but from a soware testing perspective, this comes with aws. Instead, in so ware testing, feature space coverage is much more important than representativeness: Rather than approximating a speci c data set, the set of possible data sets is sought. erefore we are interested in extending our approach in ways that address and quantify feature space coverage more generally.
Finally, we foresee the need for extensive experimentation that should explore several directions. e rst direction is the e ect of particular approaches on benchmark results. A series of experiments should be done in order to evaluate the ability of such data generation methods to generate datasets that produce reliable benchmark results and compare the synthesized datasets to manually annotated datasets to evaluate whether the results achieved on manually annotated datasets can be con rmed with synthesized data.
In those scenarios where evaluations are already available, we can use them as a baseline for evaluating the synthesis approach. Once both methods of generating a dataset (synthesizing or annotating) are available, it will be important to understand in which scenarios which approach is more e ective, and how to combine the approaches to leverage each of their strengths. While annotation is expensive, synthesizing a dataset comes with a price as well in terms of the e ort and knowledge required to do the modelling task. Hence, it will be important to explore and experiment with the possibilities of combining the two approaches in order to gain the bene ts from both.
